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Abstract

There is much confusion and debate about friendship and encap-
sulation in C++, even after the language has been in use for over ten
years. This short paper explores this problem and attempts to provide
a solution. Two key concepts are defined, class functions and coupled
classes. A way of thinking about these is explored that supports their
proper use in C++. It is accepted that C++ can be misused, and this
paper tries to help programmers avoid misuse in a small area of the
language.

Introduction

Friendship in C++ is a subject that causes strong opinions to be expressed.
C++ has been used for over ten years but the debate still appears to be active.
C++ is increasingly popular, so new users are discovering the issues for the
first time. And other languages have, or are developing, object oriented
features which invite comparison with C++.

One school dislikes or just distrusts friendship because it is thought to
violate encapsulation. Others insist that friendship is a necessary feature of
C++ and is harmless. Stoustrup, the designer of C++, obviously believes
that friendship is okay. He quickly dismisses critics with:

A friendship declaration was seen as a mechanism similar to that
of one protection domain granting a read-write capability to an-
other. It is an explicit and specific part of a class declaration.
Consequently, I have never been able to see the recurring as-
sumption that a friend declaration “violates encapsulation” as
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anything but a combination of ignorance and confusion with non-
C++ terminology. [Stoustrup 94, page 53]

Encapsulation and friendship in C++ is a confusing topic. This is par-
ticularly so for programmers who are new to object orientation. After some
thought, they come to terms with data encapsulation. They accept a para-
digm where the only way to access the data parts of an object is through its
member functions. They equate the term member function with encapsula-
tion, so anything that is not a member function must violate encapsulation.
This confusion is not helped by language specific views of object oriented
programming.

C++ is not a restrictive language, and it is accepted by most C++ users
that its mechanisms, including friendship, can be misused. The freedom to
do this is intrinsic. Indeed, one of the design rules used by Stoustrup for the
development of C++ is

It is more important to allow a useful feature than to prevent
every misuse. [Stoustrup 94, page 115]

This is a characteristic of C++ that comes from its roots as a systems pro-
gramming language rather than a training or research language.

Here we attempt to provide a consistent approach to friendship and en-
capsulation in C++ that will reduce the confusion, and hopefully allow us
to move on from what has become a rather sterile debate. The approach
introduces two general concepts: class functions and coupled classes. These
are supported by standard language features: classes, member functions,
global friend functions, friend member functions and friend classes. These
C++ feature are briefly described here, but more information can be found
in [Stroustrup 91], or any other good C++ text book.

Friend Functions

Consider the following class declaration:

class Abc {

friend void funct1( Abc& a, int b );

public:

void funct2( int c );

private:

int xdata;

};
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The function funct1 is a global friend function of the class Abc. The
function funct2 is a public member function of the class. The variable xdata
is a private data member. Friend functions are public and by convention (the
authors) are put at the top of a class declaration, as shown above.

The friends and members of a class have access to its private section. So,
the implementations of funct1 and funct2 can access the variable xdata.
However, their method of doing this differs. A member function has all
the members of its class directly in its scope, so a trivial implementation of
funct2 might look like this:

void Abc::funct2( int c )

{

xdata = c;

}

A friend has no self so it must explicitly associate an operation with a
specific instance of the class, and funct2 might look like this:

void funct1( Abc& a, int b )

{

a.xdata = b;

}

Friend and member functions are called in different ways. Given a in-
stance of class Abc named wibble, and an int named wobble. The member
functions is called with

wibble.funct2(wobble)

and the friend function with
funct1(wibble,wobble)

This has been a fairly neutral description, so we will introduce some of
the terminology and usage that seems to cause controversy.

A common description of the semantics of a friend function is something
like: the declaration of a global function as a friend gives it access to the
private section of a class. A simple interpretation of this is usual, which is
that a global function can access the private section of a class in C++. This
would clearly seem to imply that friendship does indeed violate encapsulation.

However, this interpretation is inaccurate. It is caused by a misunder-
standing of C++ terminology. Referring to a friend function as global does
not mean that it is not part of the class, as the above interpretation assumes.
Friend functions are global in the sense that they are not part of the class
name space. Consider the following example:
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class Abc {

friend void funct1(); // #1 - same as 2 & 3

public:

void funct1();

void funct2();

private:

// ...

};

class Xyz {

friend void funct1(); // #2 - same as 1 & 3

public:

void funct1();

void funct2();

private:

// ...

};

void funct1(); // #3 - same as 1 & 2

void funct2();

Here, here are three different name spaces. They are the classes Abc and
Xyz, and the global name space. The name of the friend function funct1 in
both classes is in the global name space, so it refers to a single function. The
three functions with the name funct2 are distinct. There is no confusion in
the following example:

Abc abc;

Xyz xyz;

abc.funct1(); // member of Abc

abc.funct2(); // member of Abc

xyz.funct1(); // member of Xyz

xyz.funct2(); // member of Xyz

funct1(); // friend of Xyz and Abc

funct2(); // global function

The same name can be used for friend functions in different class without
referring to the same global function, provided they have different argument
lists. It is considered normal practice (by the author at least) for friend
functions to access instances of their class as arguments. This gives friend
functions with the same name different signatures and function overloading
ensures that the correct function is called.
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The same friend function can be declared in two classes by specifying
identical signatures. However, this should only be done with care because
it causes the classes to be associated as coupled classes, which are discussed
below.

There is further confusion caused by the way friend and member functions
are associated with the objects they use. The compiler’s internal mechanism
for binding a friend function to an instance of a class is the same as that used
with ordinary functions in the global name space. Friend functions must bind
to an object as an argument or unusually as a global variable. This is different
from a member function, which is implicitly bound to a particular instance
of its class by a this pointer. With a friend, the compiler simply knows that
it has been give permission to allow the function access to the private section
of its class. The particular instance of the class being accessed must be given
explicitly.

Class Functions

It is less confusing, in C++, to consider friend and member functions as
subsets of class functions. Comparing friend and member functions gives a
definition of class functions:

• Friend and member functions are both parts of a class. They are class
functions.

• They are both special sorts of function that have access to the private
section of their class.

• Friend and public member functions form the public interface of their
class.

• Member functions are used with a dot notation: a.funct(b)

• Friend functions are used like conventional functions: funct(a,b).

• A member function’s name space is restricted to its class.

• A global friend function’s name is in the global name space.

• The implementation of a member function has unqualified access to the
private section of its class.

• The implementation of a friend function must qualify the names its
class members with the name of an instance of its class that is in scope.
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So the key issue is not encapsulation but interface design. Friend and
member functions offer different syntax to the user of a class. Friend functions
enable us to provide a richer interface for our classes. Good interface design
must be considered. Versatility does not ensure good design. Indeed, it
can promote poor design by allowing more choice. So C++ programmers
need to know what they are doing, and should not use a language feature
just because it is available. They need, like all good programmers, to think
beyond the language, considering both the problem being solved and general
design issues.

Friend Classes

Two classes can be associated as friends like this:

class Abc {

public:

// ...

private:

// ...

};

class Xyz {

friend class Abc;

public:

// ...

private:

// ...

};

In this example all the member functions of the class Abc can access
the private and public members of the class Xyz. The class Xyz has given
permission for this with friend class Abc.

The purpose of making classes friends is to allow them to share a common
implementation. This is often interpreted as a violation of encapsulation.
The view is that a class is the ultimate unit of encapsulation. This may be
true for some object oriented languages, but it is not so for C++. Classes
can be grouped together as friends to form an encapsulation entity. However,
this is not supported by any language feature which externally groups such
classes together, such a module, so the encapsulation entity nature of friend
classes is not emphasized.
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Friend classes are need to express some useful idioms in C++. These
idioms are not absolutely essential, and some object oriented languages do
without them or use a different mechanism. For example, Smalltalk has a
meta-class that can provide common implementation for groups of classes.
A typical use for a friend class in C++ is as an iterator. An exploration of
the need for an iterator and how it might be implemented is a good way to
understand the way friend classes are used in C++.

A container class, such as a list, sometimes has to be traversed. We might
store several items in the list, and then need to calculate some summary of
an attribute from each of the items. One way to manage this is to provide
the list with a mechanism for accessing each item in turn. We can then
step through the list, an item at a time, performing whatever processing
is required. This stepping facility would be provided as part of the public
interface of a the list class.

A simple stepping facility only allows one traversal to be in progress at
any one time. In many cases this will be satisfactory, but there are activities
that may need two separate traversals through list to be active at the same
time. A simple example is inter-item comparisons in the same list. Another
more subtle need for concurrent traversals arises from passing a list as a
parameter to a function.

Consider the situation that while a traversal is in progress, the list is
passed to a function as an argument, and that this function also performs
a list traversal. If the list class only supports non-concurrent traversals, the
function will have to disrupt the calling program’s traversal. This side effect
is not desirable and can only be avoided by banning or fully supporting
concurrent traversals. Concurrent traversals are difficult to prevented. Deep
copies can be used, or a flag can be set by the copy constructor, which
prevents traversal in all copies. However this does not prevent concurrent
traversal when a list is passed by reference.

Supporting concurrent traversals using a single class is difficult and can
lead to very complicated interfaces. The problems center round maintaining
separate pointers to the hidden internal structure of the list without violating
encapsulation. We want to support concurrent traversals but we do not want
to expose the implementation of the list to the user. We can resolve the
problem by encapsulating the pointer to the internal list structure in a class
so that it is hidden from the user. However, this will not work unless each
instance of the pointer class has access to the hidden implementation of the
list. To provide such access in the public interface of the list class really
would violate encapsulation. So we reach the conclusion: what is needed
is a facility for the definition of a class that can have multiple independent
instances created, but which has access to private section of another class.
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In other words a friend class.
For the list example, we can use two classes. A container which manages

data storage, and an iterator which manages concurrent traversal. These
share a common implementation. They must not be considered as separate
encapsulation entities. They are part of the same component. Between them,
they provide a user interface for a concurrently traversable list.

Coupled Classes

Friend classes are just one way in which two classes can be associated as
encapsulation entities. To avoid confusion we refer to groups of classes that
have this association as coupled classes. It is possible to form coupled classes
in three ways:

• The declaration of a friend function that is a member function of an-
other class.

• The declaration of a friend class.

• The declaration of the same friend function in more than one class.

The syntax for these methods is as follows:

Friend Member Function :

class Abc {

public:

void funct1( int a );

private:

// ...

};

class Xyz {

friend Abc::funct1( int a );

public:

// ...

private:

// ...

};

Friend Class :
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class Abc {

public:

// ...

private:

// ...

};

class Xyz {

friend class Abc;

public:

// ...

private:

// ...

};

Friend Global Function :

class Xyz; // forward reference

class Abc {

friend funct1( Abc& a, Xyz& b );

public:

// ...

private:

// ...

};

class Xyz {

friend funct1( Abc& a, Xyz& b );

public:

// ...

private:

// ...

};

All these methods are correctly used to achieve the same thing: a multi-
class encapsulation entity. In other words, classes that have a shared imple-
mentation. If this is not required then this syntax should not be used.

A friend class is the general case. Friend member functions are in effect
a subset of friend classes. They are used to qualify the amount of sharing
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that is allowed. This level of detail is not normally needed (by the author at
least), but it can act as a check on design intentions, rather like a data type.

When friend global functions are used to associate classes, the relationship
is not as clearly stated. It is possible to declare a friend function, that causes
two classes to share implementation, for reasons other than creating coupled
classes. This is poor practice. The encapsulation coupling is a side effect
of some other design objective. This is a violation of encapsulation, and it
should not be used.

Coupled classes, and thus the above mechanisms, should only be used
when a multi-class encapsulation entity is required. This only occurs when
classes need to share their implementation. Coupled classes do not violate en-
capsulation anymore than member functions do. They share encapsulation.
The concept of coupled classes is not supported by many object oriented
design methods. So friends are dismissed as being non-object oriented by
users of these methods. This is valid as a local, user imposed, restriction but
not as a general idea. (The author does not know of any method support-
ing coupled classes apart from Booch’s latest [Booch 93], which may offer a
solution.)

Summary

This has admittedly been a rather one sided exploration of friends in C++.
Its aim is clearly to show that friends are okay in C++. It justifies the use of
friendship in C++ as a valid object oriented technique by defining a correct
interpretation of its semantics.

There are two concepts: class functions and coupled classes. These are
supported by four mechanisms: global friend functions, friend member func-
tions, member functions and friend classes. The concepts and mechanisms
are related like this:

mechanism class function coupled class

member function •
global friend function • •
member friend function •
friend class •

• Class functions:

– Friend and member functions are both parts of a class.

– They are both special sorts of function that have access to the
private section of a class.
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– Friend and public member functions form the public interface of
the class.

– Member functions have a class-wide name space, global friend
functions do not.

– The choice between the use of a member or friend function is one
of interface syntax.

∗ A member functions is used with a dot notation:
a.funct(b)

It has unqualified access to the private section of the class
instance given before the dot.

∗ A friend functions is used like a conventional function:
funct(a,b)

The class instance is passed to the function as an argument.
This is accessed using qualified names. Always access the
class object as an argument to the function.

– Think about interface design. Try to keep its syntax simple.

– Class functions are:

∗ Global friend functions

∗ Member functions

• Coupled classes:

– Are an encapsulation entity.

– Coupled classes are declared using:

∗ Friend classes

∗ Friend member functions

∗ Common global friend functions

– They are used only when is is necessary for more than one class
to share their implementations.

With these simple rules to define a consistent approach, the friendship
features of C++ can be used with confidence. They do not violate encap-
sulation. They support a richer interface to encapsulated data objects than
would be possible without them.

If these rules are not followed then it is possible that encapsulation will
be violated. However, there are much easier ways to cheat in C++ than
this [Waldo 94]. Such misuse is an example of bad design practice rather
than a language fault. C++ is not a restrictive language. This makes C++
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practically useful for a wide range of problems, but it also means that it is
not as simple or as elegant to use as some teaching and research languages.
C++ is a rich language that can be used in ways that are inappropriately
complicated. This is may be clever, but it is bad programming. A clear
understanding of some useful ideas and techniques, such as those discussed
above, can help to avoid such situations.
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